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HEART & SOUL FEATURING THE ART OF TANMAYA BINGHAM

1011 Paseo de Peralta 

Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA  

Saturday, December 10, 2016–Saturday, December 31, 2016

Opening Reception: Saturday, December 10, 2016, 2 p.m.–4 p.m.

(/artists/tanmayabingham/bunnywithblue
bubblediamondblinga

7ptHnEC2qNwfs6gZX1uY8g2)
Tanmaya Bingham

Bunny with Blue Bubble Diamond Bling, 2016

Price on Request

(/artists/tanmayabingham/catwithtwinkle
searcheyeauO7puDuDmcGlq_ZwTX2jew2)

Tanmaya Bingham

Cat with Twinkle Search Eye, 2016

Price on Request
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Tanmaya Bingham

Chicken in Diamond Field, 2016

Price on Request
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Tanmaya Bingham

Chicken with Diamond Eye, 2016

Price on Request
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Tanmaya Bingham

Chickens Bathing in Light Water, 2016

Price on Request
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Tanmaya Bingham

Dog and Dove Sparkles, 2016

Price on Request
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Gerald Peters Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition and fundraiser Heart & Soul .  Named for the Heart & Souls Animal Sanctuary in

Glorieta, New Mexico, the exhibition will  run from Saturday, December 10th through the 31st. Featuring the artwork of Tanmaya Bingham, a

percentage of proceeds from each sale will  go to the Sanctuary. Please join us for a public reception with the artist and animals from the

Sanctuary, Saturday, December 10th from 2-4PM. 

About Heart & Soul  Animal  Sanctuary

Founded by Natalie Owings, the Heart & Soul Animal Sanctuary serves the Northern New Mexico community by providing rescue and adoption

services to abandoned, neglected, and abused dogs and cats. Located on 130 wooded acres In the Santa Fe National Forest , the Sanctuary

works to provide a safe and loving environment to the rescued animals. Providing not only food and shelter, the Sanctuary also seeks medical

attention for the animals and works to rehabilitate them socially. The sanctuary which is open to visitors and school groups also maintains

efforts to educate and inform the community about animal welfare. 

The Sanctuary is a non-profit, tax exempt organization and an accredited member of The Association of Sanctuaries, a national organization

with the highest standards for animal welfare and care. 

About Tanmaya Bingham  

Tanmaya’s portrayal of her subjects is a direct reflection of her fascination with the human condition. People and animals are often the focal

point of the work and act as a beacon of familiarity for the viewer. They are frequently placed within a context that is otherworldly with an

oblique or unusual frame of reference. It is through these exaggerated renditions of l ife that she has cultivated her own unique and captivating

style. 

Even though her artworks appear to have a photographic quality, they are hand drawn and painted. The realistic 3D elements are primarily

rendered in colored pencil while the abstracted 2D elements are typically painted with acrylic. Tanmaya’s refined mastery of drawing is a skil l

she has cultivated since childhood and today she views it as core to her art practice. 

Born in Washington, DC, Tanmaya was raised in Santa Fe, New Mexico. She has a Bachelor of Arts (BA) from Antioch University, Santa Barbara,

CA and a Masters of Arts, Visual Arts (MAVA - equivalent to a Masters of Fine Art - MFA) from the Australian National University in Canberra.

Tanmaya has also studied, painting and art history in Florence, Italy, art and architecture in Paris, France and is currently pursuing training in

3D digital modeling and sculpting Vancouver, Canada.
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